Ford flex 2008

The Ford Flex is a full-size crossover SUV [3] or wagon that was manufactured by the Ford
Motor Company ; a single generation was produced from the to model years. Introduced as the
successor to the Ford Taurus X , the model line also functionally replaced the Ford Freestar
minivan. Slightly larger than its predecessor, the Flex was sized between the Explorer and
standard-wheelbase Expedition in the Ford model line. Introduced in as a concept vehicle, the
Flex shifted body configurations from an MPV to a 5-door wagon for production to better meet
consumer demand. The model line is based on the Ford D4 chassis architecture, a
flexible-wheelbase variant of the Ford D3 platform. Derived from the mid-size Ford CD3 platform
to be used by the Ford Fusion sedan , the vehicle was a 3-row MPV with multiple distinctive
styling elements. The rear passenger doors of the Fairlane were rear-hinged; this configuration
was chosen to provide better interior views when on display. When the doors were closed, the
configuration appeared similar to a production minivan. The concept vehicle was approved for
production as the Ford Flex. Along with the name change, several extensive changes were
made from the Fairlane concept, while the styling was largely left intact. The vehicle was
increased in size, shifting from the CD3 chassis to the full-size D4 platform. While replacing the
Freestar minivan, the design abandoned sliding doors for front-hinged doors, in line with a
station wagon. Styled by former Volvo designer Peter Horbury , the Flex was distinguished by
its straight-lined exterior, adding horizontal grooves in the doors and tailgate evoking a Woodie.
To visually lower the exterior, the Flex was designed with a "floating roof"; all the roof pillars
were painted black with a white-painted roof the latter, similar to the Mini. Car Design News said
the styling referenced "a previous era without resorting to obvious retro styling cues. The Ford
Flex was based on the Ford D4 chassis architecture, a version of the D3 platform re-engineered
for use for multiple wheelbases. The model line was offered with front-wheel drive as standard,
with all-wheel drive as an option. The Flex was designed with an independent rear suspension
system and a traction control system called AdvanceTrac. The Ford Flex is powered by two
different 3. The standard engine was a naturally-aspirated Duratec V6; initially producing hp, the
engine was increased in output to hp for As an option for all-wheel drive vehicles, [6] a
twin-turbocharged EcoBoost V6 produced hp, increased to hp for At its introduction, the Flex
was launched with three trim levels. Flexes were available in six or seven-passenger seating
configurations, 7-passenger models have a bench seat for the second row. On US models,
reverse cameras were restricted to Limited-trim models. For , an automatic parking system was
added as option for upper-trim models. While the roofline and doors were retained, the front and
rear saw major changes. On the tailgate, the Ford emblem was decreased in size and moved to
the bottom right corner. Inside, the dashboard was updated, with a new 3-spoke steering wheel.
The model year Flex only had minor changes, and was the final year for the vehicle. The base
SE trim level, only available with front-wheel-drive FWD , offers the following features as
standard equipment: a 3. The top-of-the-line Limited trim level, available with either FWD OR
AWD, adds the following features to the mid-level SEL trim level: nineteen-inch chrome-plated
alloy wheels and tires, a GPS navigational system later with MyFord Touch or SYNC 3 ,
leather-trimmed seating surfaces, dual power front seats, heated and ventilated dual front seats,
a driver's memory system, push-button ignition and remote start with keyless access on later
models ONLY , a dual-panel panoramic moonroof, a Sony premium surround-sound audio
system with center-channel speaker, rear-mounted subwoofer, and external surround-sound
amplifier, and chrome-plated side mirrors in it was changed to body color mirror caps and door
handles. On the and models there was an additional Titanium trim level which was the Limited
with blacked out headlights, tail lights, rear applique, 3 bar grille without the Ford logo, blacked
out beltline trim, foglamp bezels, and mirror caps. It had different interior trim, upholstery and
was only available in Black, White, Red and Silver. Produced in limited numbers with an
individually numbered dash plaque, this special edition Ford Flex was based on the
top-of-the-line Titanium trim level, and offered basically identical features, though was only
available in a special two-tone Red and Black Clear Coat exterior paint scheme, special
twenty-inch chrome-plated alloy wheels and tires, gloss black side mirrors and door handles,
gloss black fascia inserts, a red-and-black two-tone leather and suede-trimmed interior, "FMF"
exterior emblems and interior embroidery, and red interior trim panels. Finally, a Sport
Appearance Package is available on the top-of-the-line Limited and SEL trim levels, and adds
the following equipment to it: gloss black side mirrors and door handles, gloss black fascia
inserts, twenty-inch alloy wheels with gloss black-painted accents and tires, a two-tone
black-and-gray leather-trimmed interior, and aluminum interior trim panels. As part of the
"electrifying the night" campaign, Ford partnered with Esquire magazine in the magazine's first
issue with a cover using E Ink. However, the Flex has not been as successful as original
ambitions expected, with sales of less than half the target of , [27] vehicles that Ford had
expected to sell each year. Ford Flex sold 38, [28] cars in compared to three larger competitors
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handles the web inquiries contacted me. She said sales would but they never did. Now the car is
sold. Contacted dealer and made sure it was there and made an appointment for the next day,
they called the morning of and confirmed. I drove 1. Strong recommendation to stay clear of this
place! They were typical car salesman. Say anything to get you to buy the car. Cry about how
we wanted to much for our trade-in, which was probably true. We did get the car we wanted and
it was probably a fair deal. Interactions with sales team were great, however the car was a
repaired wreck like many of the vehicles on their lot and probably had the worst fitment of a
quarter panel that I have seen. Not the end of the world, but a body shop that lets that go out the
door is probably making shortcuts elsewhere as well and I'll let someone else can take their
chances on it. Very comfortable experience. I didn't feel pressured at all. Staff was very honest
and reliable. It was a very satisfying experience. They were always more than happy to answer
all my questions. The salesman was very helpful but circumstances surrounding my. Even
though I did not get this car they did respond very fast and follow up with you! Great customer
service. My wife and I have bought three vehicles over the past 4 years. This was the best and
fastest experience. Responsive, Friendly. We could not reach a deal,but still a professional
experience. I had a very good exprience with Serpio, he kept in contact and did a great job
selling me my new car. Efficient, professional, and good to work with. Talked to them for 3 days
about a vehicle they were supposed to figure out what was wrong with it because they said it
was making a noise told them we were very interested they said they where going to run a
diagnostic on it and they would let us know and then we never heard back so we got back on
her and saw that it had been purchased and that they sold it under us. Dealer contacted me
right away and answered all my questions. Taking cues from the past to bring itself into the
future, Ford has ditched its minivan lineup and replaced it with the retro Ford Flex. Feeling that
consumers are tired of the boxy blandness and suburban stigma assocated with minivans, Ford
revitalizes the genre with a stylish head-turner that recalls s station wagons, yet serves up
enough innovative features to appeal to the modern family. Set to debut in the summer of as a
model, the Ford Flex will be powered by a 3. Both rear-wheel and all-wheel drive versions will be
available. At inches long and with a inch wheelbase, the Flex will be Ford's longest crossover,
able to seat seven in three rows. Convenience features will include voice-activated navigation,
keypad entry, a second-row fridge, and the new Ford Sync entertainment system. Recognizing
the American family's growing attraction to sleeker crossovers, Ford hopes the MINI-like looks
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largest SUV on earth! It has unbelievable headroom, legroom and to get the sunroofs, its crazy
cool. The ride is superlative to say the least. My only complaint is the price. I wish I could afford
a new one! I bought it 2 days ago.. I think I might have made a good choice. I really like the Flex.
I honestly thing Ford made a big mistake stopping production of this cross-over vehicle. It is
plenty big inside, plenty of power and it is really classy looking and it stands out, if thats
something that matters to you. Ive driven the Flex three times and all three times I fell in love
with it. Given the opportunity, I woul Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford
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Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the
lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Suggested vehicles Related news. It's the first vehicle of its
kind that combines seating for seven, interior spaciousness and surprising features with a
striking design that looks great on the road and at home for today's modern American families,'
said Mark Fields, Ford's president of The Americas, as he revea
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led the new vehicle at the New York International Auto Show. Ford's success with crossover
utility vehicles is substantial. Redefining the Family Journey Bold, expressive design and
exclusive innovations define the new Flex. The design brings together seamlessly the body with
the available multi-panel roof. Customers can pair a White Suede or Silver roof option with one
of Flex's 10 available exterior colors or choose a body-color roof. Interior Quality. Inside, Ford
Flex delivers textures, features and functionality â€” including segment exclusives â€” that
create an ideal atmosphere for discerning customers and their families. Flex is powered by
Ford's award-winning 3. The all-new Venza delivers an intuitive driving experience with smooth
acceleration, March 22, - - Lar Leading the way is the right-sized Nissan NV All rights reserved.
The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Vehicle information,
history, And specifications from concept to production.

